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Reflecting on the past year and looking to the future.

It is worth taking a moment to think about what this community would be without the

strength of the nonspeakers. A great way to get a sense of this is to read this Annual Report.

Within it, you’ll find an overview of all this organization’s great work. There are many factors

that come together to make this organization a success, but I want to point out two

particularly essential components. 

First is your generosity. Without it, we couldn’t accomplish so much of our mission. Equally

important is the incredible staff and support system at I-ASC, from the executive staff,

leadership cadre to the nonspeaking leadership council. They are genuinely talented

hardworking people, and we thank them for their diligent efforts. 

As we close out our first full year as an organization, we look to the future and challenge

ourselves to meet our long-term goals of ensuring access to effective communication that

supports agency and autonomy for nonspeaking, minimally and unreliably speaking

individuals. We have a strategic multi-year plan to put us on a solid footing to flourish for

years to come. 

This past year of global challenges has strengthened our belief that our organization needs

to be flexible in our plans for the future while allowing us to address and respond to the

needs of our community. 

We thank you all for your continued support and look forward to 2021! 

With sincere gratitude, 

WHERE WE
ARE NOW

a year's overview
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"I-ASC was a big part of my life in

2020. I was able to connect with

spellers and allies all over the world. 

I love to attend Spellers and Allies

meetings. It makes me feel connected

and included in this wonderful

community. I want to continue

working with I-ASC to advocate for

nonspeaking autistics. I cherish the

friendships I have made with spellers

and allies."  

~Divyesh, NLC

I am genuinely grateful for all the

opportunities that I-ASC has

provided me. I have learned so much

and have worked with many

dedicated and talented individuals. I

hope to continue to advocate for the

Spelling to Communicate method and

to make communication accessible

for all individuals.

 ~Sarah, NLC
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The mission of International Association for Spelling as Communication (I-ASC), a 501(c)3 nonprofit, is to advance communication access

for nonspeaking people globally through training, education, advocacy, and research. I-ASC is an association composed of individuals

from the nonspeaking and neurodiverse communities, their families, trained practitioners, and informed allies. All of whom are

committed to ensuring access to effective communication that supports agency and autonomy for nonspeaking, minimally and unreliably

speaking individuals (collectively referred to as “nonspeaking”).

I-ASC’s purpose is to provide a voice to nonspeaking, minimally speaking, and unreliably speaking individuals through Augmentative and

Alternative Communication(AAC), specifically through a method called Spelling to Communicate (S2C). S2C provides a method to work

with nonspeaking children and adults to teach the motor skills necessary to point to letters to spell words. As motor skills improve through

consistent practice, students progress from pointing to letters on low-tech letterboards to typing on a keyboard.
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Training: 

Currently, the nonspeaking population is underserved.

There are far more potential spellers than the

availability of trained practitioners. To reach more

nonspeakers and support their families, I-ASC is

committed to training more rigorously prepared

practitioners. We envision a time when the number of

spellers reaches critical mass and spelling to

communicate becomes the standard school

accommodation for all nonspeaking students starting

in kindergarten. Trained Practitioners will help create

that critical mass.

Education: 

Nonspeaking individuals with sensory-motor

differences have long been underestimated and

misunderstood. It is time to correct these

misconceptions. Speech does not equal intelligence.

Informed by the lived experience of nonspeakers, I-ASC

seeks to educate parents, practitioners, allied

professionals, and the general population to better

understand the underlying sensory and motor

challenges affecting communication for nonspeakers.

We wish to establish and advance a greater

understanding of the communication and capacity of

nonspeaking, minimally and unreliably speaking

people.

Advocacy: 

Once able to access effective and robust

communication, nonspeaking people often express a

desire to advocate for themselves and their fellow

nonspeakers. I-ASC has been listening to nonspeakers

and has been working to create a platform and tools

for self and peer advocacy. We firmly believe

communication is a fundamental human right.

Research:

The study of autism is approximately eight decades

old; while some forms of AAC have been around

longer, spelling to communicate is less than a decade

old. The body of research that supports both is in its

infancy. We are at a tipping point of public support and

acceptance for spelling as communication, as

evidenced by stories in USA Today and critically

acclaimed books and movies such as The Reason I

Jump. I-ASC’s mission is to help nonspeaking people

break out of their silence. With communication,

nonspeaking kids and adults can participate in

meaningful education, develop deep relationships

with family and friends, and live full, rich lives.

https://i-asc.org/
https://i-asc.org/
https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/education/2020/01/02/autism-center-specialist-autistic-symptoms-spectrum-disorder-spell-to-communicate/4077034002/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OyZUDmouMsU
https://vimeo.com/376729409


ACHIEVEMENTS
YEAR IN REVIEW

In what turned out to be an entirely different type of year than any of us could

foresee, we were able to learn, grow, laugh, cry, and sing together as a community. 

COVID-19 has had a devastating impact on nonspeaking people regarding decreased

access to communication, educational support, recreation, social interaction, and

decreased agency and decision-making in most aspects of their lives. At the same

time, social isolation, uncertainty, and disruption in routine and services have

resulted in an increase in anxiety and dysregulation. I-ASC has been seeking many

ways to address the various needs of our community. 

Advocacy 

The Nonspeaking Leadership Council (NLC) is currently composed of five

nonspeaking people, over the age of 18 who are able to fluently and openly

communicate. The Nonspeaking Leadership Council members are paid and advise

the Board of Directors, the Practitioner Leadership Cadre, and the I-ASC Staff. Our

Nonspeaking Leadership Council spent the year attending virtual conferences,

writing blogs, and being ambassadors for spellers everywhere at our events and

those hosted by others.

 

Our Spellers & Allies Advocacy Network is a group of spellers and allies who advocate

together around issues that concern nonspeaking people, such as agency, autonomy,

and access. This year’s particular focus was on Black Lives Matter and standing

together with a joint cause of support. 

SpellX was a global, ground-breaking, salon-style event featuring short presentations

by nonspeaking people who spell and type! SpellX took place on November 7, in 6

virtual salons spanning 6 geographical regions/time zones, and 38 countries, making

SpellX available to over 1400 community members across the world and the

spellerverse! Each salon was hosted by nonspeaking and speaking emcees who

presented recorded presentations from the spellers while interacting with the panel

and audience. 

So impressed with this SpellX. It makes me so proud to be training to be an S2C
Practitioner to facilitate S2C with nonspeakers! What an inspiration!!! - Denise Currie,
Practitioner in Training. 
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https://i-asc.org/spellers-allies/
https://i-asc.org/spellx/


ACHIEVEMENTS
YEAR IN REVIEW

That project was the most important thing you (I-ASC) could have done. It was
terrifically executed and gracefully said. More people are going to be reached now
that there’s a real presence in their own words- Tell EV THAT I LOVE HER - Adam
Farrell, nonspeaker

I-ASC declared September as SPELLTEMBER. A month to recognize and “spellebrate”

the hardest working people we know, nonspeaking people who spell and type! We

put out a call for nominations and were so delighted to receive nominations for

spellers across the globe. Some spellers nominated themselves, and others were

nominated by friends, family, and community members. The nominations were

powerful testimonials about spellers and typers who are making an impact on their

community.  

We analyzed the nominations and found four recurring themes among the

nominations and we came up with four categories. Dauntless – those spellers

nominated for perseverance, resilience, big gains in motor control/skills, and tenacity.

Ambassadors – spellers nominated as community builders, connectors, who spread

the benefits of spelling and typing as AAC. Influencers – spellers nominated for their

leadership, advocacy, self-advocacy, and change-making. Humanitarians – spellers

nominated for their kindness, friendship, altruism, and generosity of spirit. The I-ASC

Nonspeaking Leadership Council read the nominations (with names redacted to

eliminate bias) and chose 5 spellers from each category to spotlight as ALL-STARS. 

Education 

In our attempt to address the social isolation due to the pandemic, we created a

series of free online events, including virtual webinars and coffee talks, as well as

providing weekly free resources, which included COVID-19 resources, articles, blogs,

and lessons. 

Our special events in 2020 moved to all virtual formats. We hosted two large-scale

virtual events, Motormorphosis Conference and SpellX, along with many smaller

events, including the quite popular, Neurolyrical Cafe. 
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https://i-asc.org/spelltember/
https://i-asc.org/our-team/
https://i-asc.org/motormorphosis-2020/
https://i-asc.org/spellx/
https://i-asc.org/neurolyricalcafe/


ACHIEVEMENTS
YEAR IN REVIEW

Nonspeaking, minimally speaking and unreliably speaking individuals have been on a

transformative quest to synchronize mind and motor. Starting with the development

of the motor skills to spell and building to the whole body, purposeful movement,

this epic transformation can be described as MOTORMORPHOSIS! Motormorphosis,

usually a 2-day in-person conference, had to be adapted into a “Virtual Picnic” in

2020. However, this change did not keep us from providing a smorgasbord of

delectable insights into our nonspeaking world. Motormorphosis had more than 250

people registered for this 3-hour online event. Presenters included: The Reason I

Jump cast & contributors; Research by Alex Wolgar and Vikram Jaswal; Spellers &

Allies Advocacy Network; Neurolyrical Cafe mini-performances; Regulation tips by

S2C Practitioners and more. 

Today I celebrate you and the glimmers that you are bringing to the world! What a
great lineup you brought to us today! I loved every minute of it, but mostly hearing
the researchers talk about the need for shifting this archaic paradigm about autism
and nonspeaking individuals. I know when my heart starts racing that important
truths are being spoken. It was racing a lot today, so well done!! Hope you get to exhale
and take it in this evening. We look forward to real hugs next year!! - Tami Barmache,
Parent 

Neurolyrical Cafe took place over 8 months. I-ASC has partnered with Unrestricted

Interest to present the Neurolyrical Cafe. The Cafe hosts attendees from nonspeaking

communities all around the world. This continued safe online gathering for the

Spellerverse has fostered community growth in the US, Europe, UAE, South America,

and strengthened communities already in New Zealand, Canada, and South Africa.

Unrestricted Interest led by writer Chris Martin and musician Brian Laidlaw has been

an integral part of our musical and creative writing outreach to nonspeaking

audiences. They are a writing program and consultancy dedicated to helping

neurodivergent learners transform their lives through writing. In partnership with I-

ASC, the poetry is also morphed with music to create wonderful nights of open mic

neurolyrical performances. Group songs are created at these monthly events and

then shared with the spellerverse.
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https://i-asc.org/motormorphosis-2020/
https://i-asc.org/neurolyricalcafe/
http://www.unrestrictedinterest.com/


Each installment has a separate theme with guest readers, instructors, and

opportunities for anyone to share their latest work. No prior poetic or songwriting

experience was necessary, attendees do not have to play an instrument, and all forms

of creative writing were welcomed.

Community Outreach projects included Neurolit Book Talk and Coffee Talks with EV.

Our summer reading Neurolit Book Talks included Barry Prizant reading excerpts

from Neurotribes and Steve Silberman reading from Uniquely Human. The Neurolit

Book Talks were open to our community at large with practitioners, families, friends,

and nonspeakers joining in on the fun. The coffee talks with EV focused on a more

casual get-together, friends discussing the issues of the day, and feeling their way

through 2020.  

Training 

Currently, the nonspeaking population is underserved. There are more potential

spellers than trained practitioners. To increase communication and learning for more

nonspeakers and support their families, I-ASC is committed to training more

rigorously prepared S2C Practitioners. Undeniably, the pandemic altered our

trajectory for our training program but we moved to a virtual format and managed to

successfully launch 8 cohorts of training in 2020.  

By year-end, I-ASC had 90 trained S2C Practitioners in the United States, Canada,

South Africa, New Zealand, and Germany. In addition, another 29 Practitioners are

currently taking our training program from 14 US States & 4 Canadian Provinces

along with South Africa, New Zealand, Chile, Dubai, Venezuela, Namibia, and Brazil. I-

ASC’s six-month training course prepares S2C Practitioners to work with a wide range

of nonspeaking individuals, and coach parents, family members, and educational

aides to serve as Communication Regulation Partners (CRPs) to provide continued

support for their nonspeaking person. 

ACHIEVEMENTS
YEAR IN REVIEW
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https://i-asc.org/neurodiversity-summer-reading/
https://i-asc.org/s2c-practitioner-location-map/


In efforts to further support our registered S2C Practitioners, we launched a

Practitioner Portal only available to graduates of the training program. The portal is

rich in resources from a discussion board, a library of lessons, blogs, and research to

information on setting up and maintaining a practice. Ensuring Practitioners are

supported improves the success of their spellers. 

Continuing education in the form of free webinars and access to seminars is also

available for our practitioners upon graduation. Building a practitioner network is

necessary to support the growing Spellerverse. 

Research 

2020 brought BIG gains in research about nonspeaking people. Two significant

studies were published in the prestigious journal, Scientific Reports in Nature.  

Eye-tracking Reveals Agency In Assisted Autistic Communication, Jaswal, et al,

Scientific Reports in Nature, May 2020. This seminal study is a gamechanger for the

nonspeaking community. This eye-tracking study reveals cognitive processes in

nonspeaking individuals who spell to communicate!

In an attempt to document receptive language skills in nonspeaking people, Petit, et

al developed a method using EEG to measure test comprehension that does not

require the use of behavioral responses. Unconstrained multivariate EEG decoding

can help detect lexical-semantic processing in individual children, Petit, et al,

Scientific Reports in Nature, July 2020. These researchers also published similar work

in the Journal of Speech, Language, and Hearing Research.

  

We look forward to continued work from these researchers, both of whom presented

at Motormorphosis 2020 and look forward to opportunities to collaborate.

Additionally, I-ASC assisted 3 other researchers by connecting them with spellers and

families to participate in their studies. 

ACHIEVEMENTS
YEAR IN REVIEW
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https://www.nature.com/articles/s41598-020-64553-9
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41598-020-67407-6
https://pubs.asha.org/doi/10.1044/2020_JSLHR-19-00313
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Revenue

Expenses



We wish to thank all  of the I-ASC

supporters over the last year. Whether you

made a donation, attended one (or all)  of

our events,  or by reading & sharing our

content; YOU are creating change and

committing to access,  agency, and

autonomy for the nonspeaking

community. 

Future Plans

Lookout 2021! We are ready for a great year of events and a growing community. We will continue to give support via

free content and events. 

Training - 

We look to see an end to the pandemic and a growing number of practitioners starting and finishing training. 

Given the assumption that each S2C Practitioner will serve at least 15 new nonspeakers per year, over a 20-year career,

that means each S2C Practitioner has the potential to help 300 nonspeaking people. For every training cohort of 10

S2C Practitioners, they will be able to collectively serve 3,000 nonspeaking individuals; 10 cohorts could support

30,000 nonspeaking people! The more practitioners trained worldwide, the more nonspeakers will be able to

effectively communicate. 

Education - 

We are eager to build upon the fantastic events we offered in 2020 and add a few new events while we’re at it.

Motormorphosis will be back in strength, either in person or virtually, in July 2021. 

This summer will bring us our summer reading Neurolit Book Talk and all year round you can join us for our

Neurolyrical Cafe on the last Friday of each month. Keep a lookout for monthly webinars on such topics as Motor,

Regulation, and more. 

Supporting all of these events will be meme projects, lessons, blogs, articles, and so much more. Our website will be

rich with resources pointing people in the right direction for books, movies, and motoriety motor hacks! 

Advocacy - 

We will start the year out strong with Boards & Chords, a musical concert for our Spellerverse. We will once again call

for nominations for Spellebrities and take a trip around the world, showcasing the talents of nonspeaking people with

SpellX in the Fall of 2021. You can count on the ever-growing Spellers & Allies Advocacy Network to lead the call for

change with a new year of nonspeaking advocacy projects. 

Research - 

We are looking forward to continued relationships with researchers across the globe. Exciting work is expected from

Vikram Jaswal, Alex Wolgar, and other researchers who are committed to advancing a better understanding of the

communication, motor, sensory, and regulation needs of nonspeaking people.
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